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Abstract: Natural language processing (NLP), which is known as an emerging technology creating
considerable value in multiple areas, has recently shown its great potential in government operations
and public administration applications. However, while the number of publications on NLP is
increasing steadily, there is no comprehensive review for a holistic understanding of how NLP is
being adopted by governments. In this regard, we present a systematic literature review on NLP
applications in governments by following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) protocol. The review shows that the current literature comprises three
levels of contribution: automation, extension, and transformation. The most-used NLP techniques
reported in government-related research are sentiment analysis, machine learning, deep learning,
classification, data extraction, data mining, topic modelling, opinion mining, chatbots, and question
answering. Data classification, management, and decision-making are the most frequently reported
reasons for using NLP. The salient research topics being discussed in the literature can be grouped
into four categories: (1) governance and policy, (2) citizens and public opinion, (3) medical and
healthcare, and (4) economy and environment. Future research directions should focus on (1) the
potential of chatbots, (2) NLP applications in the post-pandemic era, and (3) empirical research for
government work.

Keywords: natural language processing; government; public administration; literature analysis;
network analysis; co-word analysis

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is being applied extensively by governments globally to
initiate more achievement in political affairs [1]. NLP, as a branch of AI research, has also
been studied and applied to public administration gradually, and people become familiar
with NLP with the rapid development of generative NLP technologies like ChatGPT.
NLP refers to the techniques of programming computers to process and analyse vast
volumes of natural language data. Putting it simply, the goal of NLP is to make a computer
“understand” the contents of documents. NLP is becoming a need of every sector nowadays,
especially for governments or institutions in the public sector that need to process a large
number of documents. For instance, governments can use NLP technologies to improve
the quality of public services [2–4], to build citizens’ trust [5], and to increase efficiency and
effectiveness in government work [6]. Such technologies have already created considerable
value in multiple government functional areas, such as healthcare [7], education [8], e-
government services [9], and decision-making [10].

But why has NLP become more and more popular among governments worldwide?
It can be explained that amidst the recent global pandemic that made a social virtue
out of maintaining physical distance, our main domain of life has moved online. The
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concept of digital life is not new, but as a result of societal transformation over the past
several decades, this phenomenon also applies to the public sector, known as the digital
transformation in government. E-governance has become an active topic and has been
embraced in many countries to improve traditionally dysfunctional government services
and to enable more effective governance arrangements [11]. According to the 2018 United
Nations E-Government Survey, the number of countries that provide information and
services through government websites has increased to 176 countries from 154 out of
193 member states [12]. Driven by behavioural changes due to the pandemic and the
ongoing effort of digital government services, the use of NLP technology in government
affairs will be an inevitable trend in the near future.

The growing popularity of NLP in government not only leads to an increase in the
number of publications in the research domain but also broader and fragmented literature.
Thus, the research domain needs a comprehensive review of extant literature for a holistic
understanding [13]. In the extant literature, previous researchers have attempted to offer
review papers on NLP from a generic perspective; however, those kinds of experiences
cannot directly be duplicated in the government sector, which needs context-specific
approaches to expand the knowledge to feasible digital implementations. In a wider
context, there are context-specific literature reviews on NLP applications in health [14,15],
marketing [16], and engineering [17], but little research focuses on NLP’s adoption by
governments and public administration. Earlier studies are mainly to provide a generic
review in mapping analytical processes or applications of NLP in other domains, and a
thorough understanding of NLP in government is still missing.

To fill this research gap, this systematic literature review is designed with the aims
of (1) discovering what NLP techniques are applied in governments, (2) identifying the
most discussed purposes of using NLP techniques in governments, and (3) understand-
ing the trending NLP topics in government research and presenting suggestions for fu-
ture research directions. We have reviewed 1032 articles collected from three databases,
i.e., Scopus, Web of Science (WoS), and the Digital Government Reference Library (DGRL),
which are recognised for systematic reviews in both technological and governmental fields.
Our work successfully identified three main contributions (namely: automation, extension,
and transformation) and four types of application (namely: governance and policy, citizens
and public opinion, medical and healthcare, as well as economy and environment) from
the literature. These insights can help researchers and practitioners refine and apply their
work in government and public administration settings.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the current status of the
research area, and Section 3 discusses the research methodology, which leads to the retrieval
and analysis of our literature collection. Section 4 provides an overview of the findings,
Section 5 discusses the results and makes some suggestions for further research directions,
and Section 6 makes concluding remarks about our research.

2. Background
2.1. Natural Language Processing

To achieve human-like language processing for a variety of activities or applications,
Gelbukh [18] defines NLP as a theoretically motivated set of computational approaches for
evaluating and modelling naturally occurring text at one or more levels of linguistic analysis.
It explores how text or speech in natural language may be read by computers and then used
to perform beneficial tasks [19]. As a result of the linguistics and AI nexus [20], NLP was
initially created in the 1950s. But currently, NLP derives its inspiration from a variety of
disciplines, necessitating a large mental knowledge base expansion among researchers and
developers. To be specific, linguistics, mathematics, computer and information sciences,
electrical and electronic engineering, AI and robotics, psychology, etc., are some of the
disciplines that constitute the basis of NLP [19].

NLP was created to facilitate user tasks and meet the demand for natural language
computer interaction [21]. Since its inception in the 1950s, NLP research has focused
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on topics such as machine translation, question answering, information extraction, topic
modelling, information retrieval, and opinion mining more recently [22]. Over the past
20 years, NLP has developed into a fascinating field of scientific study and practical tech-
nology. Its application can serve a variety of purposes: human–human communication can
be facilitated by machine translation (MT), human–machine interaction can be facilitated
by conversational agents, or both humans and machines can gain from the massive amount
of human language content that is currently available online by examining and learning
from it [23]. NLP is particularly useful for people or children who do not have the time
to learn new specific languages or become proficient in them because it is impossible to
force users to learn the machine-specific language if they want to communicate with the
computer [24].

With the rapid development of NLP, a series of algorithms and models came into
people’s eyesight. For instance, by comparing the relative frequency of terms in a given
document with the inverse proportion of that word in the entire document corpus, Term
Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) analyses the relevance of a word in
a given document [25], which is viewed as a classical method in the field. Other NLP
techniques that are often applied include topic modelling [26], text classification [27],
and text sentiment analysis [28]. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is another conventional
algorithm that can be created as a classifier [29,30]. Different from TF-IDF, SVM learns by
example to assign labels to objects to accomplish the task [31]. Word2Vec distinguishes itself
and demonstrates its advantage when working with a large dataset. It creates a vocabulary
from a training text corpus, learns the vector representation of each word, and computes
the cosine distance between each word. The original feature dimension is projected into a
new lower dimension by grouping similar words based on their distances, reducing the
time and challenge of classification [32].

2.2. Natural Language Processing in Governments

As part of this study’s focus on the application of NLP in government, a literature
analysis was conducted to determine the current level of research on using NLP to improve
the quality of government work. NLP is a subfield of computer science and AI [33];
in other words, it is similar to machine learning, computer vision, and others. NLP is
also one of the fundamental technologies of AI. Since AI has been widely employed
in governments for a while, a preliminary survey of the literature reveals that earlier
works have mainly concentrated on comprehending and describing the status of AI in
public administration rather than concentrating on a particular technology. For example,
Zuiderwijk and others [1] conducted and introduced a systematic review of AI use in
government. They concluded that multidisciplinary, theory-driven research on AI use in
public governance is required. There is additional research that discusses the state of the
art in current research, looks at the challenges of implementing AI in the public sector, and
presents the impacts of some of the major policy initiatives throughout the world in relation
to AI in government [34,35]. Researchers discovered a rising trend of interest in AI in the
public sector in 2019, with India and the US being the two most active countries [36].

In terms of NLP, it is hard to find any review or summary research about NLP use in
governments. Even so, as mentioned in the introduction section, various NLP approaches
have been introduced to the public sector: a method was proposed to automatically
construct a large-scale annotated dataset for the classification of government documents
using an information retrieval approach [6]. For the demands of public administration,
Lommatzsch [37] presented a chatbot framework that can respond to all types of questions
about the services and offices that are provided. Moreover, the framework can facilitate
complex dialogues and encourage citizens by providing hints and recommendations after
improvement [38]. Similar to chatbots, Schwarzer and others [2] proposed a question-
answering (QA) system that successfully managed ambiguous questions by integrating
retrieval methods, task trees, and a rule-based strategy. For most queries about German
government services, it provided high-quality responses. In order to improve e-government
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management, Alguliyev [39] identified latent social networks through the study of user
comments via opinion and text mining algorithms. Furthermore, NLP has also been
applied to assess public opinion and give government feedback or assist the public sector
in improving pertinent policies [8,40–42]. Especially during the COVID-19 period, many
researchers have used data from social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook to
extract comments or posts from the public to identify various insights [43].

In conclusion, there have been numerous studies on AI applications in governments,
but the status quo of the research on NLP applications in governments presents a gap.
NLP technologies are being used in governments increasingly and diversely, and what is
missing from the past studies is a comprehensive understanding and structured analysis of
the applications of NLP in government and the public sector. Therefore, this study aims to
analyse and summarise the existing NLP literature in the context of governance and public
administration, which is deemed necessary and informative for relevant researchers.

3. Material and Methods

The data collection step followed the strict system review protocol called the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) process to collect
literature, as it has been used in disciplines related to our work, including social sciences,
public administration, and health and medical sciences. In the area of software engineering,
Kitchenham et al.’s protocol of systematic literature review is also widely used [44], and
a recent work suggests that it is comparable with the PRISMA protocol [45]. Due to the
interdisciplinary nature of this research, we have ensured that our systematic review is
consistent with both protocols.

Since PRISMA is a complete process for meta-analysis, it requires going through the
assessment of full texts for eligibility [46]. A literature analysis differs from a systematic
review in that complete text screening is only carried out when essential [47]. Since the
abstracts of original papers are informative and accurate [48], they can concisely and clearly
describe one’s work; therefore, this study utilised the abstracts of the collected papers
to conduct the literature analysis. For this reason, we refer to the first two steps of this
method for data collection. Further, in this study, we applied a computer-aided literature
analysis method to analyse the research data, which is based on NLP and network analysis
approaches with steps of data pre-processing, word frequency calculation, word extraction,
word classification, co-word analysis, and network visualisation [49].

3.1. Search Strategy

The search terms used for this literature analysis are defined in Table 1. We used the
advanced search option for each database, if available, which enabled us to use Boolean
operators (“OR” and “AND”). The search results were limited to (1) peer-reviewed journal
articles and conference proceedings (2) published between January 2012 and December
2022 (3) in the English language (4) reporting on NLP related to governments at any level
and (5) indexed in any of the three international databases: Scopus, WoS, or DGRL. These
databases were selected because the first two databases cover mostly scientific conferences
and journal articles, and the last one includes specific domain knowledge of the disciplines
of government and public administration.

Table 1. Search terms used in the literature search.

Topic Search Terms

Natural language processing “Natural Language Processing” OR “NLP”
AND

Government “government” OR “governance” OR “public sector”
OR “public administration” OR “public policy”

The search was undertaken in January 2023, and a total of 1558 records were initially
found (6 results in the DGRL, 460 results in Web of Science, and 1092 results in Scopus). We
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particularly examined whether any additional, relevant sources were available through
Google Scholar. The top 100 search results were examined using the same search terms as in
Table 1 due to the fact that the relevancy of the first 50 records was highest and subsequently
rapidly decreased [1]. The Google Scholar database contained some of the search results
that were already found in the above-mentioned databases; nevertheless, no new record
was produced by this database. In addition, DGRL is a published open-access library that
can be downloaded for reference. The search in DGRL was first started in November 2022.
Scholl and their colleagues [50] published Version 18.0 of the DGRL on 15 December 2022,
so we updated the search in December 2022 to be as inclusive as possible. Nevertheless,
this search turned up no new information. After removing the duplicates, 1203 records
remained for the next screening procedure.

3.2. Screening Strategy

This step aims to assess the relevance and quality of the selected studies. Different
from a systematic review, a literature analysis only needs to screen the complete text when
necessary. In this paper, the relevance of each article was assessed by looking at its title and
abstract. Articles found in this stage that did not meet the following two screening criteria
were excluded from the analysis [1]:

1. The use of NLP should play a significant or major part in the study (its research
objective, questions, etc.). Studies with an unrelated or secondary focus on the
usage of NLP were excluded from this phase. For example, those articles may use
other methods in AI but merely mention NLP technologies and do not use them
in their research.

2. NLP use in government (or the public sector) should be the main focus of the study,
and the study’s objective should directly serve or benefit governments. For example,
if NLP was not applied in the context of a government, or the authors only used
the open data source from the government to conduct research in other fields, these
articles were excluded.

The screening of 1203 titles and abstracts was carried out by the authors and an expert
in the NLP area independently. When there were different views, papers were included
rather than excluded to ensure that all potential records could be examined. The screening
criteria resulted in the exclusion of 114 publications. Finally, 1032 papers were included
for literature analysis (Figure 1), and the abstracts of these papers were the data used to
conduct the research. The full list of the literature before and after screening is provided in
the Supplementary Materials.
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3.3. Data Analysis

To attain an overview of the research content of the collected data, the abstracts of the
collected literature were processed and analysed at the word level. First, we converted
all the text to lowercase for consistency. Stop words, which deliver little meaning and
punctuation, were filtered, and then identical terms (e.g., “natural language processing”
and “nlp”; “chatbots” and “chatbot”) were combined. Generic keywords associated with
abstract formatting requirements (such as “method” and “conclusion”) were removed.
Verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and nouns were converted into their prototypes. As a result,
19,146 terms were extracted from the dataset in total by using word frequency counting.
The minimal number of occurrences for a term in the word extraction process was set to 25,
and 614 of the 19,146 words satisfied the inclusion criterion. However, among the 614 words
generated, not every word was consistent with the research objectives, so we screened
useless words and extracted related words manually. After several rounds of screening and
extraction, the result contained 143 keywords in total. The above tasks were performed
with the Python 3.9, NLTK 3.7 [51], NetworkX 2.8 [52], and word_cloud 1.9 [53] packages.

Within these keywords, several topics regarding government management could be
seen. Therefore, we performed a manual check to ensure a more accurate classification.
Moreover, to explore the relationship between different NLP techniques and different
research topics, we first labelled the words related to NLP techniques by following the
guide of an expert in the area, including: “nlp”, “sentiment analysis”, “machine learning”,
“classification”, “deep learning”, “artificial intelligence”, “nlp technique”, “identification”,
“extraction”, “text mining”, “data mining”, “topic modeling”, “prediction”, “recognition”,
“information retrieval”, “text classification”, “chatbot”, “opinion mining”, and “question
answering”. The remaining words are mainly distributed in the following topics based
on the collected articles: governance and policy, citizens and public opinion, medical and
healthcare, economy and environment.

In addition to a great proportion of words having clear meanings, the authors then
traced back to the collected literature to understand their potential meanings and used such
additional information to classify the words that could not be clearly classified. For instance,
“quality” referred to the quality of the information [54–56], “online” was related to the
online discussion of the public [57–60], “agency” meant the government agency [61–63], etc.

4. Results
4.1. Descriptive Results

Figure 2 plots the annual trend of the publication numbers of NLP in government.
It is noted that the number of publications in the past ten years has increased steadily.
Our search was conducted in January 2023, which may not include all publications in the
year 2022 (i.e., those that have not yet been published in databases but were accepted);
however, the number of publications is already far more than the number from the pre-
vious year. From 2012 to 2022, the average growth rate of scientific research papers on
government-related NLP research was 30.28%. The number of publications rose steeply
between 2017 and 2022, accounting for 83.04% (857 out of 1032) of all included papers.

The keywords shown in Figure 3 illustrate the main concepts of NLP in government
over these ten years, with the keywords with higher frequency reflected in a bigger size.
This word cloud image provides a preliminary overview of the research content among
all the articles. Intuitively, “government” occupies the largest position (with a frequency
of 603). The keywords “covid 19”, “nlp”, “social media”, “public”, “policy”, “document”,
“sentiment analysis”, and “machine learning” occurred many times in the corpus and
they are positioned conspicuously. Additionally, “healthcare”, “management”, “global”,
“media”, “smart city”, and “environmental” did not appear often, and they are all placed
at the corners of the word cloud in smaller sizes.
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4.2. Co-Word and Network Analysis

The co-occurrence relationship between two keywords refers to the degree of con-
nection between two concepts when they are represented in a network data structure as
source and target nodes. The co-occurrence count depicts the strength of the connection
between a pair of words. Table 2 illustrates the top 10 co-occurrence relationships between
NLP techniques and the keywords of the literature. Only 10 word pairs are listed due to
space constraints. As shown in the table, “sentiment analysis” has a strong relationship
with “social media”, “twitter”, “tweet”, showing its applications on social media platforms;
“machine learning” is listed with its application areas of “sentiment”, “social media”, “pub-
lic”, and “tweet”; “deep learning” is associated with “government”; and “classification”
is related to “government” and “document”, which illustrates the popular use of deep
learning for government document processing.
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Table 2. Top 10 co-occurrence relationships between NLP techniques and all topics.

Keyword 1 Keyword 2 Co-Occurrence Count

sentiment analysis social media 199
sentiment analysis twitter 135
sentiment analysis tweet 120
machine learning sentiment 92
machine learning social media 86

deep learning government 75
classification government 65

machine learning public 64
classification document 61

machine learning tweet 58

Figure 4 presents the network made with the pairs of co-words, which contained
143 nodes (representing research keywords) and 8293 relations (i.e., edges in the network
indicating pairs of keywords co-appearing in all data). The density of the co-word network
was measured at 0.831. To better visualise related concepts, several coloured nodes are
defined: NLP techniques are represented by yellow nodes, red nodes stand for “gover-
nance and policy”, orange nodes refer to “citizens and public opinion”, green nodes are
designated for “medical and healthcare”, and blue nodes represent “economy and envi-
ronment”. The frequencies of words appearing in the dataset determine the sizes of nodes,
and the words with larger nodes (such as “government”, “nlp”) reflect the key ideas in the
corpus of the literature. The co-word visualisation can clearly show the overview of the
NLP-related literature in government and public administration research. As shown in
the figure, keywords such as “sentiment analysis”, “machine learning”, “classification”,
“deep learning”, “artificial intelligence”, “identification”, “extraction”, “text mining”, “data
mining”, “topic modeling”, “prediction”, “recognition”, “information retrieval”, “text clas-
sification”, “chatbot”, “opinion mining”, and “question answering” are the NLP techniques
mostly found in the literature.

The measurement of the centralities of nodes is another accurate method for deter-
mining what is crucial within a network [64]. The results of frequency counts, eigenvector
centralities, degree centralities, and closeness centralities of the top 30 keywords are shown
in Table 3. The frequency counts were used to order the keywords in the table. When two or
more keywords have the same occurrence value, the one with a higher degree of centrality
is seen to be more important. Table 3 shows that the most influential concepts include
“government”, “social media”, and “nlp”. Moreover, the result demonstrates that the
keywords “health”, “social”, “patient”, and “community” have relatively high centrality
values, despite their lower frequencies. These can be the research areas connecting other
government research areas and NLP techniques in recent years.

Besides the analysis of the overall network (Figure 4), a detailed analysis of different
research directions is also significant as it may lead to more undiscovered and interest-
ing insights. The network visualisations and the co-occurrence matrixes between NLP
techniques and different research directions are displayed below.

Figure 5 demonstrates the relationships of co-occurrence between the keywords of
NLP techniques and the “governance and policy” direction. This research direction contains
keywords such as “government”, “policy”, “document”, “service”, “development”, “com-
munication”, “decision-making”, and “response”. Table 4 describes the top 10 popular NLP
applications in this direction. Interesting word pairs include “deep learning” with “classifi-
cation”, “chatbot” with “service”, and “machine learning” with “platform” and “policy”.

The network of keywords of NLP techniques and the research direction of the “citizens
and public opinion” is plotted in Figure 6. This direction contains keywords like “social
media”, “public”, “sentiment”, “tweet”, “people”, “social”, “twitter”, “citizen”, “opinion”,
“online”, “public opinion”, “emotion”, “fake news”, etc., which are common keywords seen
in social media analysis research. As shown in Table 5, the co-occurrence counts of “senti-
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ment analysis” with “social media” rank first in this topic, followed by “sentiment analysis”
with “twitter” and “tweet”. These keywords suggest the main research approaches under
this research direction.
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Table 3. Centrality values of top 30 high-frequency words.

Word Frequency Eigenvector
Centrality

Degree
Centrality

Closeness
Centrality

government 603 0.216 1.000 1.000
social media 410 0.183 0.972 0.973

nlp 406 0.135 1.000 1.000
policy 354 0.185 0.986 0.986

COVID-19 298 0.161 0.901 0.910
public 270 0.132 0.986 0.986

document 248 0.065 0.901 0.910
sentiment
analysis 218 0.085 0.951 0.953

sentiment 216 0.107 0.944 0.947
tweet 184 0.105 0.880 0.893

people 182 0.133 0.993 0.993
machine
learning 179 0.063 1.000 1.000

health 169 0.352 0.958 0.959
social 169 0.255 0.972 0.973
twitter 164 0.084 0.930 0.934
service 161 0.150 0.937 0.940

development 152 0.079 0.993 0.993
issue 152 0.082 0.986 0.986

citizen 144 0.068 0.972 0.973
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Table 3. Cont.

Word Frequency Eigenvector
Centrality

Degree
Centrality

Closeness
Centrality

opinion 136 0.066 0.915 0.922
work 135 0.137 0.965 0.966

patient 134 0.362 0.810 0.840
pandemic 129 0.087 0.859 0.877
platform 126 0.057 0.965 0.966
impact 124 0.059 0.944 0.947

organization 118 0.040 0.958 0.959
online 114 0.051 0.937 0.940

community 109 0.245 0.951 0.953
value 106 0.197 0.930 0.934

communication 102 0.082 0.937 0.940
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Table 4. Top 10 co-occurrence relationships in the research area of “governance and policy”.

Keyword 1 Keyword 2 Co-Occurrence Count

deep learning government 75
classification government 65
classification document 61

sentiment analysis work 44
deep learning detection 35

chatbot service 33
machine learning policy 31

extraction government 30
machine learning platform 28

chatbot government 26
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Table 5. Top 10 co-occurrence relationships in the research area of “citizens and public opinion”.

Keyword 1 Keyword 2 Co-Occurrence Count

sentiment analysis social media 199
sentiment analysis twitter 135
sentiment analysis tweet 120
machine learning sentiment 92
machine learning social media 86
machine learning public 64
machine learning tweet 58
opinion mining social 48

machine learning twitter 48
classification social media 46

In terms of the “medical and healthcare” direction, it is made up of the following
keywords, including “COVID-19”, “health”, “pandemic”, “impact”, “vaccine”, “clinical”,
“risk”, “public health”, “medical”, “disease”, “healthcare”, “vaccination”, and “hospi-
tal” (Figure 7). By observing the co-occurrence counts in Table 6, it can be learned that
governments paid the most attention to the following related research: “identification”
with “patient” and “impact”; “topic modeling” with “vaccine”; “sentiment analysis” with
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“vaccine” or “vaccination”; “deep learning” with “pandemic”; and “machine learning”
with “vaccination” and “pandemic”.
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Table 6. Top 10 co-occurrence relationships in the research area of “medical and healthcare”.

Keyword 1 Keyword 2 Co-Occurrence Count

identification patient 55
topic modeling vaccine 35
identification impact 31

sentiment analysis vaccine 28
deep learning pandemic 24

machine learning vaccination 22
machine learning pandemic 20

sentiment analysis vaccination 19
data mining health 17
extraction health 16

Figure 8 shows the NLP topics discussed in the “economy and environment” direction.
Salient keywords in this area include “organization”, “community”, “value”, “state”, “coun-
try”, “city”, “business”, “world”, “company”, “stakeholder”, “industry”, “environment”,
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“disaster”, “smart city”, “agency”, “economy”, and “real world”. As listed in Table 7,
under this topic, the linkages between “machine learning” with “organization”, “world”,
“state”, and “market”, “identification” with “value” and “state”, as well as “classification”
with “disaster” are strong, which shows that these mentioned NLP techniques are usually
applied for rectifying these mentioned issues.
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Table 7. Top 10 co-occurrence relationships in the research area of “economy and environment”.

Keyword 1 Keyword 2 Co-Occurrence Count

machine learning organization 28
identification value 24

machine learning world 23
deep learning real world 22

sentiment analysis value 18
machine learning state 18

classification disaster 18
sentiment analysis world 13

identification state 13
machine learning market 13
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5. Discussion

NLP offers new methods for creating and capturing value and has the potential to
dramatically change public administration. Based on our analysis, in the past ten years,
it can be seen that NLP has contributed greatly and created impacts on governments
from all aspects and at all levels. Multiple factors have contributed to this phenomenon.
The enormous growth of NLP in government-related research can be attributed to the
technological advancements of NLP during this time [21]. Additionally, many advantages
of AI applications in the public sector have been widely recognised during this time,
notably with regard to e-governance platforms and other NLP solutions [65]. Another
contributing factor is that, after sailing through the pandemic, there may be a reduction
in face-to-face interactions and an increase in using remote intelligent services with and
within governments. Overall, the contributions of the literature can be further summarised
into three levels based on an industrial classification of AI applications [66]:

(1) Automation: NLP technologies are leveraged for automating processes and activities
under this classification. Exemplar literature includes a discussion of an automatic
system to offer COVID-19 information to German citizens [67];

(2) Extension—NLP technologies are being utilised to support novel forms of governance
that enhance rather than replace current procedures or activities, such as to enhance
the algorithms for fake news identification [68];

(3) Transformation—This category refers to the innovative forms of governance made
possible by NLP technologies with the potential to replace or alternate the estab-
lished ones. For example, chatting robots as a new form of citizen-to-government
communication [69].

In the coming sub-sections, we discuss the implications of the use of NLP based on
the categories of their application (as summarised in Table 8), followed by the implications
of future research redirections inspired by the latest development of NLP and the public
administration sector.

Table 8. Summary of NLP applications in governments.

# Category Description

1 Governance and Policy

Efficiently extract and analyse
documents and policies;
obtain insights for better
governances and services

2 Understanding Citizen and
Public Opinion

Evaluating citizens’ sentient
and public opinions;

understanding attitudes
regarding policies

3 Medical and Healthcare

Measuring the reception of
health policies; clarifying the

situations and the efficiency of
public health measures during

the pandemic

4 Economic and Environment
Retrieving the reactions of

markets; identifying risks and
threats in economics

5.1. NLP for Governance and Policy

Government departments face thousands of documents to be processed every
day [70,71], and how to efficiently extract accurate information from such documents
is a vexing problem. As a type of information retrieval model, supervised classification
models were suggested to automatically create large-scale annotated datasets for the cat-
egorisation of government documents [6]. As an example, the most important terms in
the content of twelve national planning documents on AI were extracted and summarised
using NLP approaches [72]. Such approaches enable applications to classify information
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and extract topics from policy documents [70], as well as to discover policy issues [73]. In
addition, government services for citizens are frequently intricate and tied to a variety of
requirements [2], which is why e-government is still acknowledged as a method for enhanc-
ing public services and the efficacy of public policies and partnerships [74]. To facilitate
e-government, automatic question-document classification strategies can map pertinent
documents and questions to different e-government services [75]. Schwarzer and co-
workers provide a retrieval-based question-answering (QA) system for the e-government
sector [2]. In general, a majority of the studies discussing the “governance and policy” topic
apply NLP techniques to tasks such as text classification, information retrieval, question
answering, and topic modelling.

5.2. NLP for Understanding Citizen and Public Opinion

Another common use of NLP in governmental work is to evaluate public sentiment
and public opinion. This phenomenon can be explained by how the citizens’ faith in their
governments has gradually eroded [5], especially during the tough pandemic period. We
observe an increase in such literature during COVID-19, e.g., [76,77]. During such a time,
it is important for governments to pay attention to citizens’ voices and make positive
responses. Social media platforms are one of the main sources to obtain access to public
perspective, as shown by keywords such as “social media”, “twitter”, “tweet”, “comment”,
“post”, and “social network” in our analysis. Social media is a convenient and easy-to-use
platform for people to express their emotions towards governments. Nevertheless, the
data on social media platforms is unstructured and subjective; therefore, NLP techniques
are used for exploring the data. For example, the Citizen-Pulse framework [78] performs
text analytics on the comments of citizens towards the Indian government using methods
like Named Entity Recognition. Meanwhile, when making opinions, people always have
their own sentiments. When a government plans to take certain measures, it is important
to distinguish whether citizens’ sentiments are positive or negative against the measures.
Deep learning, a recent method of NLP analysis, has also gained attention in public
administration research. For instance, it is used for evaluating the negativity (toxicity) in
citizens’ collective emotions by using a deep learning-based classifier [79]. Researchers also
use deep learning techniques to collect tweets and form a multi-class emotion classifier
for studying the change in citizen emotions over time during the pandemic [80], which
is beneficial to governments for formulating effective pandemic management strategies.
Since the happiness of citizens with regard to public policies is crucial from both public
and political angles, Rezk and others [81] have presented a predictive analytics framework
based on historical citizen attitudes regarding past relevant policies. As a whole, sentiment
analysis, deep learning, opinion mining, recognition, and classification are widely combined
and used in this research area.

5.3. NLP for Medical and Healthcare

The research about “medical and healthcare” has not attracted much attention in
the early years. In the past, governments have utilised a variety of techniques to collect
information for any new health rules, such as door-to-door surveys, national census, or
hospital records; however, these techniques are constrained and oftentimes time-consuming.
In this case, NLP techniques offer practical answers in less time and with the same accuracy
as traditional methods [82]. In an effort to reach more veterans with post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), the U.S. Government calculated the yearly and cumulative uptake and
prevalence rates from 2001 to 2014 for each of the two EBPs for PTSD using NLP [83].
Furthermore, NLP can be used to create applications that can be used by governments to put
in place prevention-focused policies and lower the cost of the disease’s total treatment [84].
To summarise, NLP techniques both lower costs and raise the standard of healthcare [7].

On the other hand, there are keywords in our analysis related to COVID-19, which has
been discussed since its outbreak at the beginning of 2020. There is no doubt that public
health has moved to the top of the priority list in many countries across the globe [82].
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Researchers examined the changes in public opinion on social media based on NLP in
2021 [85]. Liew and Lee [86] use structural topic modelling to comprehend the challenges
and opportunities for effective COVID-19 vaccination, which can inform the development of
comprehensive policies for governments to encourage the uptake of the COVID-19 vaccine.
NLP techniques can also be used to evaluate public health measures and supportive policies
during the pandemic [87]. In order to help governments better comprehend the situation
and assist them in putting suitable policies into place, this analysis intends to identify the
public’s concerns and their responses to COVID-19 [43].

5.4. NLP for Economy and Environment

The direction of “economy and environment” is a typical one that has been discussed
by governments, since they are quite related to the living quality of the public. Also related
to the public health lens, COVID-19 had a significant negative impact on global health
and the global economy due to the precautions taken to restrict its transmission [88]. To
understand the impact of the pandemic, the publicly accessible work reports from govern-
ments are often analysed with NLP and sentiment analysis. One of those findings suggests
that one should give local governments in China’s inland regions extra attention because
of debt risks [89]. Apart from disease, natural disasters such as forest fires, earthquakes,
and droughts also have a significant influence on people’s lives and the social economy,
which makes governments attach great importance to it [90]. Taking one study as an
example, a model system for unstructured social media data mining was developed to
assist the Indonesian government in determining the impact of floods, landslides, and
tornadoes [91]. The Spanish government has also made similar efforts. A social sensing
application was created to crawl micro messages and evaluate them using NLP methods,
which creates fresh opportunities for developing warning systems for the management,
early identification, and avoidance of natural disasters [92]. NLP approaches are also
applied to enhance practical areas like incident response management [93]. Recently, Lydiri
and others [94] have developed an effective tool for detecting people’s perspectives on
climate change based on an NLP model called BERT. These projects suggest that, even
though NLP has little relativity with the economy and environment, the emergence of
rising NLP technologies used in these traditional research areas can bring convenience.

5.5. Implications for Future Research

Based on the tendency of the current exponential growth of the NLP literature, it is ex-
pected that there will be more publications in government-related NLP in the future, where
the publication volume will double every two years if the growth rate of the previous five
years is sustained. To help researchers sailing through the rapid wave of NLP development,
this study would like to put forward the following directions, which are noteworthy for
future work:

(1) The Potential of Chatbots: The literature analysis reveals a lack of interest in chatbots,
though government agencies have gradually shown their interest in chatbots recently,
such as [65,95]. Chatbot research is an active NLP research subfield, but the same may
not be true in governmental research, given that “the development of chatbots for
public administration services has received very little attention” [96]. In fact, chatbots
are being used to perform a wide variety of tasks, for instance, placing orders for
meals, making product recommendations, providing customer support, setting up
meetings, etc. During the pandemic, chatbots’ ability to “chat” with people caught the
focus of governments, and they are used as a solution for maintaining conversational
engagements under social distancing policies [97]. However, there are few chatbot
applications developed for local administrative services [96]. With the introduction of
ChatGPT, the conversational capabilities of AI-driven tools have reached the eyesight
of the public. It can carry on a conversation by picking up and comprehending
human languages and engaging in dialogues in accordance with the chat’s context.
One of ChatGPT’s first models can successfully talk with its users in English and
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other languages on a variety of topics, which has generated both excitement and
controversy [98]. This relaxed conversation mode is friendly to the elderly and those
who do not know how to use electronic devices well. If governments and researchers
plan to use chatbots, the emergence of large language models like ChatGPT will bring
benefits since they are suitable for answering questions and providing solutions for
citizens, which can enable citizens to easily access government services.

(2) NLP Applications in the Post-Pandemic Era: Another finding of ours is that COVID-19
became a topic of concern studied by many governments. Governments around the
world have organised much of their work around the pandemic, and NLP can gauge
the effectiveness of government policies [87]. As the illness appears less severe and
has turned into a type of respiratory infection, the post-pandemic era has begun,
and the emphases of governments’ work have also transformed. The disease has
warned and reminded people of the importance of health and lifestyle, and therefore
governments need to strengthen the management and the response to public health in
the near future. Set against this background, what would be the public health issues
that are worth following up on? This is a noteworthy question in the post-pandemic
era. NLP approaches such as sentiment analysis and keyword summarisation can
be used by governments for monitoring potential reports of infections. In addition,
NLP techniques have been found to be useful in the reform of public health systems
to collect citizens’ feedback and their sentiments towards the changes [99]. This can
serve as a potential future research direction as healthcare systems continue to evolve
after the pandemic.

(3) NLP Empirical Research for Government Work: Governance and policy formulation
can be viewed as the main functions of governments, and researchers have conducted
different NLP studies to tackle the issues in these areas, for instance, creating a con-
temporary government early warning system and public policy monitoring system
to assess government credit in real-time [100]. Other governance-related research
includes an NLP-based e-governance platform [101,102] and decision-making sys-
tems [82,103]. Our work has identified that some government departments such as
health and finance have started using NLP, and it has the potential to bring conve-
nience to other departments, too. To this end, researchers can investigate how to
discover novel approaches to improve the effectiveness or accuracy of NLP models
to better assist government work, with the aim of eliminating heavy workloads and
manual work in the future. To bring NLP into practice, governments must develop
novel strategies and guidelines to evaluate the genuine qualitative advantages of
various NLP models.

On the other hand, although AI technologies and theories concerning their effects
on society have received considerable attention, contributing to empirical research is
uncommon today [104]. NLP’s effects on public governance should therefore be empirically
tested in future studies, which should go beyond the conceptual and speculative levels.
For instance, future work can investigate the design and integration of NLP applications,
as well as their integrations with other existing e-government infrastructures, which can
create an impact beyond the performance of computational models. Finally, our findings
show that NLP in government is still in its infancy and needs more research on how to
apply different NLP concepts and approaches to various problems and issues in public
administration. It is notable that many studies only use open-sourced NLP tools or software
packages that can be directly applied, and future research should move to a higher level by
sharing the experience and technical tricks that can be added to the body of knowledge. In
general, automation should be built to improve productivity and better assist governmental
work. For the public administration sector, NLP models and related information systems
will need to go beyond laboratory experiments and should be able to be used in real-time
in practical settings.
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6. Conclusions

This study concludes that NLP adoption in governments is still a relatively unexplored
area, and the emerging technologies and NLP applications in governments are worth
further discussing and researching. On the other hand, we present a thorough investigation
to identify the widely used NLP techniques and topics that are frequently discussed in
governments. With co-word analysis, it can be seen that there are several NLP techniques
that are being adopted often, and governments’ attentions and interests in NLP vary. Thus,
our work can serve as evidence to help the researchers who need to understand the current
research and obtain knowledge in this field. In practice, the study is a useful and current
resource for advancing the knowledge of policymakers and practitioners while aiding them
in organising and supporting initiatives related to NLP. However, it cannot be denied that
our analysis suffered a degree of disturbance due to the presence of COVID-19-related
keywords. Moreover, since some applications and practices of governments may not be
published as journal and conference articles, we recommend future research to complement
the literature review with a search for non-scientific literature, such as government reports,
promotional materials, and websites.
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